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GNÁ
They don’t let just anybody become 
‘Queen of the Valkyries’—once it was 
Freya, then Sigrun, but I guess that 
ol’ All-Father kept looking for blind 
loyalty and a mean streak… which 
brings us to Gná.





Not the first Valkyrie to sport a ‘Raven’ 
theme, but nobody’s gonna out-Raven Gná.

Mask almost looks like face paint

Not for nothing, she’s Odin’s favorite...

My guess too. Probably from 
the Bilskirnir forges.

Gilded crucible steel? Catch enough blades to the mush and 

you’re bound to plate up. Still... it’s 

creepy to put your face on your face.







Unusual design

Chainmail keeps the neck-piece in place 
while also adding a layer of protection.

Borrowed from Asgardian 
architectural motifs.

Tooled leather with gold trimming

Pattern inspired by dark, 
Seiór traditions.







Leather faulds favor staying 
nimble in the hips…

…while this layer of mail, made of 
gold medallions, offers a decorative 
layer of protection.

What is this material? Unbelievably 
form-fitting and stretchy.

Saw something like this once—
cloth made from the silk of 
Vígríór jumping spiders, and dyed 
with scintillant pigment. 





Clever (and deadly) continuation of 
Aesir design motifs seen throughout

Gilded accents on treated leather

And the eye. Please not in the eye.
Beware them kicks to the groin!



More gilded crucible steel and an astounding 
variety of smithing techniques. I hate how 
beautiful something so horrible can be. This must 
have taken ages to craft...

Mechanics and magic working together 
like that... you just know some Dwarves 
were involved in creating it!

Not us, though, for once.





Not the usual pattern in the detailing here. 
Feels more Vanir-influenced.

Makes sense! Gna was a Vanir goddess originally.

Too busy—hurts my eyeWell-worked steel folded around pure iron

Best of both worlds, for strength 
and flexibility!
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